
Creative Place Making: The Power of 
Community

How left brained developers can better engage 
right brained partners



What if creative people took over the world?  

“Tennessee has music, culture and 
arts unlike any other place in 

the world, and this report shows 
that they not only enhance the 

quality of life here but also 
contribute significantly to the 

health of Tennessee’s economy.”
Tennessee Governor Bill Haslam



On the palette today …
• Impact of the creative economy on 
Tennessee

• The “starving artist” stereotype

• Creativity and intentional communities

• Lay-developing creative cohousing

• Lincoln Court Creative Intentional 
Community

• How to deal with left-brained 
developers planners and bankers



Tennessee Creative Industries
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Creative Economy Fad?

Tennessee Arts Commission, Arts and Economic Prosperity 



Artists starve as much as anyone

Average Tennessee wage $22.18/hour



The Whole New Mind: Balance
Design: aesthetics, emotive quality of products, 
experiences and things in an over abundant 
society

Story: Context of narrative and self-identity as 
opposed to relying solely on facts

Symphony: multidisciplinary approach to 
problem solving and innovation

Empathy: Integrating care-giving strategies and 
building community rather than individuality

Play: Keeping a sense of humor, enjoyment at 
home and in the workplace. 

Meaning: Matching up personal goals with 
meaningful missions.



Lincoln Court creative 15 acre mixed use 
intentional community Cheyenne, WY

• Collaborative neighborhood process
• Grassroots development with architects, 
playing a technical role

• Collaborative neighborhood design
• Future residents / owners determine 
layout, look and feel of the community

• Collaborative common spaces
•Designed for daily use and special 
community activities and use by the public

• Collaborative management
• Master HOA, sub-HOAs, individuals sharing 
the operation, maintenance and upkeep

• Collaborative decision making - consensus
• Shared leadership

•Collaborative community economy
• Revenues generated from use of 
community space defrays HOA costs

• Collaborative “higher” purpose
• Foster day-to-day creative thinking



Lincoln Court to date
After the December 2016 
informational meeting:
•150 dwelling units
•40 – 60 rental apartments
•90 – 110 owner occupied
•700 to 1500 sq ft
•$170,000 to $280,000

September 13 informational 
meeting (Outcomes TBD)
•Commercial realtor
•Home realtor
•Habitat for Humanity
•Lenders

Two meetings with the city of 
Cheyenne development plan 
review team



Creative higher common purpose

• Not just for artists, but those with the ‘whole 
brain’ approach
– Affordable and universally accessible housing 

including cohousing
– Creative business

• healing arts, visual arts, performing arts
– Cohousing around the higher purpose of creativity

• Creative aging
• Live – work for creative entrepreneurs
• Common houses as performance spaces, exhibition 

areas



Community self development and 
shared ownership

• Create balanced shared ownership between 
professionals and whole brain thinkers
– Left Brains: architects, planners, engineers, 

builders
– Right Brains: Artists, massage therapists, 

musicians, gallery owners, nonprofits, patrons
– Whole Brain: Common “higher purpose” around 

creativity in day-to-day community functions 
• Shared ownership



Share the load

• Left brain roles:
– Dealing with bankers who only care about

• securing their money
• not about car sharing and use of clothes lines

– Dealing with local zoning and planning officials 
who only care about

• land uses, densities, ingress – egress
• not about creative consensus and shared meals 



If you want to jazz up your people …

Environmental and Cultural 
Organization Systems (ECOS)

Alan O’Hashi
General Do-Gooder

Wyoming, Colorado and Beyond

www.alanohashi.com/ecos
bvet22@yahoo.com

303-910-5782
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